Quality Assurance (QA) Tester eMobility
Berlin, Germany

About COUP:
COUP is bringing the fun of driving back into urban areas. As a wholly owned
subsidiary of Robert Bosch GmbH, the eScooter sharing service started a new
business area in the field of mobility services in August 2016. The electric
scooters enable users to save time in city traffic and are a fantastic addition to
existing mobility services provided in central areas. The eScooters are
available in a number of major European cities, including Berlin, Paris and
Madrid. They can be used around the clock and are easy to find, reserve and
drive. They are a flexible and affordable alternative to public transport and
cars.

What you will be working on:
As a QA Tester at COUP you will overtake an important role for the design,
development as well as the support of our frameworks for test infrastructure
and provide automation expertise to our development teams. You will be in the
lead to set up a testing strategy for all platforms including automated and
manual testing. You will work closely together with cross functional agile
teams and coach our engineers and product managers to define testing
strategies, criteria and processes.
Responsibilities


Draft and execute test plans for performance and load testing



Materialize cross browser and device tests using automation scripts



Find, track, reproduce, and document bugs



Interpret and report testing results



Estimate, prioritize, plan and coordinate testing activities



Establish KPIs and best practices for testing



Organize testing sessions with our teams



Maintain testing devices



Testing functionalities between native Apps (iOS, Android), Web,
Backend and Scooter (offline)

We get truly excited about hiring you, if you:


Gained 3+ years experience in a Mobile QA Tester role



Bring a deep understanding of mobile applications and mobile platforms



Have strong analytical, troubleshooting and problem-solving skills



Are familiar with the execution of test cases for mobile apps, web as well
as hardware products



Pay attention to details and set high quality standards



Have a strong understanding of testing methodologies and quality
management tools



Passion for hunting bugs and IoT topics in general



Experience with automation testing would be an advantage

What you can expect when joining COUP:


Joining our adventure in becoming the leading global platform in shared
urban mobility



Working with a very strong team and the best eScooter in the market



Flat hierarchies, numerous social events and opportunity to work with
highly skilled, cross-functional teams



A brand-new office in the center of Berlin (Friedrichstraße).

If you are interested, please send your application to jobs@joincoup.com.
Feel free to get in touch in case you have questions regarding your
application.

